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To teach topics of computer science in kindergarten or primary schools, curricula, educational standards and/or competency
models were developed and in some countries, like Switzerland or Australia, already established. These models show
diﬀerences with regard to focus, content, structure and number of skills or competencies which makes a comparison a complex
task. This contribution introduces a technique and framework to comprehensibly evaluate diﬀerent curricula, standards and
competency models for computer science education in primary and lower secondary schools.

A Graph-based Approach
Extraction

Connection
„Required by“-relation:

„Expanded by“-relation:
The edges of the graph represent the
relations between the knowledge
items within a curriculum, educational
standard or competency model. For
this, we classiﬁed the relations as
either being a ”required by” or an
”expanded by” relation, leading to
labeled and directed edges in the
graph. The ”required by” relation
indicates that one vertex is required
by another one, and the ”expanded
by” relation represents either a
generalization or a specialization
relationship.
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The idea behind this new
methodology is to represented
knowledge items of different
curricula, educational standards
or
competency
models
for
computer science as single
vertices of a graph including an
unique id (displayed by a number
in the vertices).

Metrics
We
consider
the
following
different
graph-theoretic
measures in the analysis to get
information
about
important
vertices, complexity and structure.

Complexity

Important vertices

Metric

Fig.1: The CSTA K-12 Computer Science Standards (2011) from grade K to 6 represented as graph
and categorized by level 1 (blue vertices) and level 2 (green vertices)

Calculation

Meaning

Maximum
degree

Number of edges
at a vertex

Central knowledge
item

Source

Vertices without
incoming edges

Knowledge item to
start with

Sink

Vertices without
outgoing edges

Possible final knowledge item of a Grade

Number of
vertices (|V|)

Number of knowledge
items

(a)

Size
Number of edges
(|E|)

Density

Structure

Results

𝐸 ∗ 100
( 𝑉 ∗ ( 𝑉 − 1))

Number of relations
Ratio between number
of vertices and number
of edges

Isolated
vertices

Vertices without
edges

Knowledge items
without Connections

Connected
components

Number of not
connected subgraphs

Possible independent
topics
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Fig.2: The curricula from Switzerland (a) and
from Australia (b) for five to twelve years old
students.

Fig.2 contains a comparison of the
generated graphs for the curricula
from Australia (AUS) and Switzerland
(CHE). Experts categorized the
knowledge elements of both curricula
into “digital literacy”, represented by
red vertices, and “computer science”,
represented by blue vertices. Table 2
shows the values for the metrics.
CHE

AUS

Max. degree

7

8

Number of sources

8

3

Number of sinks

13

7

Number of knowledge
items

44

22

Number of relations

51

30

Density

2.7

6.5

Isolated vertices

2

0

Connected components

1

4

Future Work
The content of the curricula, educational standards and competency models will be
broken down to their basic knowledge items and they will be categorized into
knowledge areas. Further a platform (gecko.aau.at) is developed, to collaboratively
evaluate graphs representing existing curricula and to give the possibility to develop
own learning paths.

